We know since the works of Fishburn (1980, 1981), Fishburn (1981) and Saari (1987 Saari ( , 1988 Saari ( , 1990 ) that, the collective rankings of scoring rules are not stable when some alternatives are dropped from the set of alternatives. However, in the literature, attention has been mainly devoted to the relationship between pairwise majority vote and scoring rules rankings. In this paper, we focus on the relationships between four-candidate and three-candidate rankings. More precisely, given a collective ranking over a set of four candidates, we determine under the impartial culture condition, the probability of each of the six possible rankings to occur when one candidate is dropped. As a consequence, we derive from our computations, the likelihood of two paradoxes of committee elections, the Leaving Member Paradox (Staring, 1986) and the Prior Successor Paradox which occur when an elected candidate steps down from a two-member committee.
Introduction
One of the main objectives of the social choice theory is the aggregation of individual preferences into a collective ranking that is the determination of a complete order over the set of the alternatives or candidates. This objective can be achieved when every voter gives points to each candidate in accordance with his preference order. Hence, the candidate with the highest total score will be ranked at the top of the collective ranking and the one with the lowest score will be at the bottom. The Plurality rule, the Antiplurality rule and the Borda rule are among others, some well known scoring rules that can be used for a such objective. With the Plurality rule, a candidate's score is the number of times he is top ranked in the individual rankings. With the Antiplurality rule, a candidate's score is equal to the number of voters that do not rank him last in their rankings. With m candidates, the Borda rule gives m − j points to a candidate each time, he is ranked j-th in a voter's ranking. The total number of points received by a candidate, defines his Borda's score.
In this context, some issues have been addressed regarding the stability of a collective ranking over subsets of candidates. How a collective ranking can be altered after one or more candidates are removed from the competition? Is the new collective ranking consistent with the former one?
These issues may also arise in the context of committee elections. Assume that, when electing a committee of size g, this committee is made by the candidates with the g greatest scores (the g top ranked candidates of the collective ranking). Staring (1986) pointed out that, when electing committees, if a member of an elected committee leaves, a new ballot, ceteris paribus 1 , could lead to a new committee without some members of the previous ones; even worse, the two committees may be disjoint. This is called the Leaving Member Paradox (LMP) 2 . In this paper, we define another paradox of committee elections which is less severe than the LMP: the Prior Successor Paradox (PSP). Since the elected committee is formed by the candidates with the g greatest scores, we define the Prior Successor as the candidate with the g+1-th best score. The PSP occurs if after a member of the elected committee leaves, a new ballot (given the subset of candidates) leads ceteris paribus to a committee containing all the g − 1 members of the previous committee without the Prior Successor. The LMP and the PSP, as defined, are two non negligible inconsistencies that may tarnish the image of some voting systems. One of the objective of this paper is to study the occurrence of these paradoxes.
The origin of the questions on the stability of a collective ranking over subsets of candidates can be tracked back to the Borda-Condorcet debate. At the end of the 18th century, Borda (1781) and Condorcet (1785) who were members of the Paris Royal Academy of Sciences, proposed alternative voting rules to the one that was in use in the academy (see McLean and Urken (1995) ). The Borda rule picks as the winner, the candidate with the highest Borda's score. Condorcet (1785) criticized the Borda rule in that it can exist a candidate that is preferred by more than half of the electorate to the Borda winner. Condorcet (1785) proposed a rule based on pairwise comparisons 3 . According to this rule, a candidate should be declared the winner if he beats all the other candidates in pairwise majority; such a candidate is called the Condorcet winner. Nonetheless, the Condorcet rule has a main drawback : it can lead to majority cycles 4 in some circumstances. Though the Borda-Condorcet debate 5 about the choice of the best voting rule is still alive, everyone agrees that they were the first authors who emphasized the fact that scoring rules and pairwise comparisons do not always lead to the same ranking.
The Borda-Condorcet debate can be envisioned in a broader picture : what are the relationships between the rankings on a set of candidates A and the rankings on the subset B included in A for a given preference profile? Apart from classical studies analyzing the relationships between pairwise voting and scoring rules (see Dodgson (1876) , Nanson (1882 ), Smith (1973 This means that, voters keep their preferences unchanged on the rest of candidates no matter who is the leaving candidate.
2 An example illustrating the LMP is provided by Staring (1986) for a voting system under which voters vote for as may candidates as there are vacancies to be filled.
3 See Young (1988) for a modern interpretation of Condorcet's rule. 4 Let us take three candidates a, b and c in order to illustrate what a majority cycle is in a simple way. For a given electorate, if a is majority preferred to b and b is majority preferred to c and c is majority preferred to a, this describes a majority cycle with three candidates.
5 Finally, the Borda rule was retained by the Academy.
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and ), the first extension of these contributions is due to Fishburn (1981) who showed that there always exist a preference profile for which removing any candidate from A leads to the reversed ranking on the remaining set of candidates. In a seminal paper Saari (1988) generalized this result by studying simultaneously the rankings on all the subsets of A for a given profile. He showed that, for most of the scoring rules (the Borda rule being one of the few exceptions) anything can happen for some profiles and no relationship prevails. This result was further developed in Saari (1987 Saari ( , 1990 Saari ( , 1996 . This result could cast a doubt on the practical use of scoring rules. What remains is to see whether these paradoxical results are just rare oddities or betray a more generalized behavior. In modern social choice theory, many works have tried to analyze the relationships between pairwise and scoring rules. Among others, we can mention the works of Gehrlein and Fishburn (1976) , Fishburn (1980, 1981) , Gehrlein et al. (1982) , Fishburn (1981) , Tataru and Merlin (1997) , Van Newenhizen (1992) and more recently, Cervone et al. (2005) . Most of them prove that given a scoring rule and a collective ranking, there is no reason to think that the pairwise comparisons will always be consistent with this collective ranking.
However, this line of research barely analyzed anything but pairwise relationships. In threecandidate elections, Fishburn (1980, 1981) computed the limit probabilities under the Impartial Culture (IC) condition (defined later) that, given a scoring rule, the pairwise comparisons between candidates agree with the collective ranking. They showed that, the agreement is maximized by the Borda rule and is minimized 6 by the Plurality rule and the Antiplurality rule. Only one reference dealt with the relationship between the four-candidate set and the threecandidate subsets: Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) . First, they established that, the probability of agreement between pairwise comparisons and the collective ranking is maximized by the Borda rule. Next, they computed the mean limit 7 probability that the collective ranking on three candidates agree with the collective ranking on four candidates. One drawback of their approach is that, they evaluated the likelihood of the same ranking on {a, b, c, d} and {a, b, c} regardless of the position of d in the four-candidate ranking; they only cared about the possibility of lifting up the initial ranking on {a, b, c} to the superset.
Our objective in this paper will be to derive the probability of any ranking on the threecandidate subset given that any candidate has been removed from the four-candidate set 8 . In this paper, we enrich Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) 's analysis 1) by obtaining exact probabilities of consistency depending on the original position of the removed candidate; 2) by deriving in each case, the likelihood of all the possible rankings on subsets. Our probability computations not only lead us to make an hierarchy of the main scoring rules according to their stability; we also derive from them, the likelihood of the two electoral paradoxes for committee elections presented above.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows : Section 2 is devoted to basic notations and definitions. In Section 3, we motivate the paper by considering some examples showing how the collective rankings over proper subsets of a set of alternatives can be consistent or not with the collective ranking of this set. In Section 4, we evaluate this event in the four-alternatives case using the impartial culture condition. In Section 5, we provide the formal definitions of the PSP and the LMP and we then derive their likelihood in four-candidate elections and two-member committees as a consequence of our probability computations. Section 6 concludes. Details on probability computations are provided in Appendix.
Notation and definitions

Preferences
Let N be the set of n voters (n ≥ 2) and A the set of m alternatives or candidates, m ≥ 3. The binary relation R over A is a subset of the cartesian product A × A. For a, b ∈ A, if (a, b) ∈ R, we write aRb to say that "a is at least good as b". ¬aRb is the negation of aRb. If we have aRb and ¬bRa, we will say that "a is better or strictly preferred to b". In this case, we write aPb with P the asymmetric component of R. The preference profile π = (P 1 , P 2 , ..., P i , ..., P n ) gives all the linear orders 9 of all the n voters on A where P i is the strict ranking of a given voter i over A. When we consider the preference of voter i on B ⊂ A, we will simply use the restriction of P i to B. The set of all the preference profiles of size n on A is denoted by P(A) n . A voting situationñ = (n 1 , n 2 , ..., n t , ..., n m! ) indicates the number of voters for each linear order such that m! t=1 n t = n. In the subsequent, we simply write
or abcd to say that a is strictly preferred to b, b strictly preferred to c and c strictly preferred to d. Table 1 gives the labels of all the 24 types of linear orders with four candidates. 
2.2. Scoring rules A scoring rule is a voting system that gives points to candidates in accordance with the position they occupy in voters' rankings. We denote by w = (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , ..., w j , ..., w m ) the normalized scoring vector associated to the voting system such that w 1 = 1 ≥ w 2 ≥ ... ≥ w j ≥ ... ≥ w m = 0. The total number of points received by a candidate defines his score for the considered rule. Let r(i, a, A) be the rank of candidate a ∈ A in voter i's ranking 10 .
r(i, a, A) = {z ∈ A : zP i a} + 1
Given the voting system w, for a candidate a ∈ A, his total score is given by :
We denote by R(A, w, π) (R(A, π) for short) the collective ranking on A given the profile π for the scoring vector w. In R(A, π), the candidate with the greatest total score appears at the top and the one with lowest total score is ranked last.
The most famous scoring rules are:
• The vector w such that w 2 = ... = w m = 0 defines the simple Plurality rule: voters only cast a vote for their top ranked candidate. For m = 4, the scoring vector of the simple Plurality rule is w P = (1, 0, 0, 0).
• For w 2 = ... = w m−1 = 1, we obtain the Antiplurality rule under which each voter vote for all the candidates except his bottom ranked candidate; with m = 4, the scoring vector of the Antiplurality rule is w Ap = (1, 1, 1, 0).
• With m candidates, the Borda rule gives m− j m−1 points to a candidate each time he is ranked j-th; then, the associated scoring vector is w = (1, • Under the Limited Voting, voters vote for exactly g candidates (0 < g < m)
11 . For g = 1, the Limited Voting is equivalent to the Simple Plurality rule and to the Antiplurality for g = m − 1. In this paper, as m = 4, we will take g = 2. So, the associated tally is w LV = (1, 1, 0, 0).
For all B ⊆ A with |B| ≥ 2, we define w B the scoring vector of dimension |B| we use to rank alternatives of the subset B. As with w, we have w B = (w
= 0. So, for a given subset B, the preference P i of voter i is now defined by its restriction to B. Hence, given w B , for a candidate a ∈ B, his score is given by :
We denote by R(π, B) the collective ranking on B when the profile π is restricted to B.
In this paper, we will focus on |A| = 4 and |B| = 3. So, if A = {a, b, c, d} then B ∈ {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, c, d}, {b, c, d} . Assuming that the same scoring rule is used on both the whole set and on the three candidate subsets, Table 2 gives for each of the famous voting rules stated above, the associated tallies. 
In the sequel, our analysis, will focus on the whole family of scoring rules. So, as we are going to analyze four-candidate elections, we will use w = (1, w 2 , w 3 , 0) and
Consistency and inconsistency
Let R(π, A/B) be the restriction of the collective ranking over A on candidates in B. When restricting the profile π from A to B the following events can occur :
• R(π, B) = R(π, A/B). The candidates in the collective ranking on B appear in the same order as in the collective ranking on A. In a such case, we will say that the scoring rule w B agree or is consistent with the scoring rule w.
• R(π, B) R(π, A/B). The candidates in the collective ranking on B do not appear in the same order as in the collective ranking on A. In a such case, we will say that the scoring rule w B is not consistent with the scoring rule w. Even worse, the candidates in the collective ranking on B may appear in the reversed order of that of the collective ranking on A, as shown in Example 1. Example 1. For A = {a, b, c, d}, consider the following preference profile with 102 voters 12 .
12 6 6 3 6 12 6 7 6 12 14 6 6 a a a a b b b c c c
For a given scoring vector w = (1, w 2 , w 3 , 0), we get,
Since w 2 ≥ w 3 , it can be easily checked that R(π, A) = adcb. Suppose that b is dropped. Using the scoring vector w B = (1, w B 2 , 0) on B = {a, c, d}, we have
Since R(π, B) = cda for w B = 0 and w B = 1, it comes that R(π, B) = cda for all w B . So, with this preference profile, for every couple (w, w B ) of scoring vectors, given that R(π, A) = adcb, removing b leads to a complete reversal ranking on the remaining candidates.
Assume that, we want to elect a committee of two members out of A = {a, b, c, d}. Given R(π, A) = adcb, the appointed two-member committee is {a, d}. Let us assume that candidate a who is elected decided to resign and that a new ballot is taken ceteris paribus on A = {b, c, d}. Using the scoring vector w B = (1, w B 2 , 0) on B = {b, c, d}, we end with
It comes that R(π, B) = bdc for all w B , then new appointed committee is {b, d}. Candidate c who was ranked third in the previous ballot (he is called the Prior Successor) is not appointed : this defines what we called the Prior Successor Paradox. The reader can check that with our preference profile, there is no possibility for the Leaving Member Paradox. An example illustrating the Leaving Member Paradox is provided by Staring (1986) for a voting system under which voters vote for as may candidates as there are vacancies to be filled (i.e the Limited Voting) 13 .
All in all, what kind of inconsistencies can appear for a given generalized scoring rule ω 14 ? Saari studied extensively this issue in a series of seminal papers (Saari, 1987 (Saari, , 1988 (Saari, , 1990 (Saari, , 1996 . He showed that if an inconsistency occurs for some profile with the Borda count, it will also occur (for the same profile or a different one) for any other generalized scoring rule. Moreover, the Borda count uniquely minimizes the number of possible words in this class of voting rules 15 . Though the Borda count can be viewed as the optimal scoring rule, it is not free from severe paradoxes such as the reversal paradox displayed in Example 1. What kind of relationships can we expect when we use the Borda count? The answer is the generalization of a well known result in social choice literature : The Condorcet winner (i.e the candidate who is able to defeat any other opponent in pairwise comparison) is never ranked last by the Borda count and the Condorcet loser (i.e the candidate who is defeated by any other alternative) is never ranked first by the Borda count 16 . Saari (1987 Saari ( , 1990 Saari ( , 1996 's result try to establish the superiority of the Borda count in the class of scoring rule when one wishes to minimizes the types of inconsistencies we can observe across subsets. However, they do not tell us whether the likelihood of paradoxes are rare oddities or not, and whether the Borda count also minimizes the probability of the different paradoxes. The vast literature on the relationships between pairwise majority and scoring rules gives a positive answer to this last issue (See Gehrlein and Lepelley (2010) for a survey). For 13 Preference profiles with four candidates exhibiting the Leaving Member Paradox can be readily constructed for any w = (1, w 2 , w 3 , 0) and w B = (1, w B 2 , 0). 14 A generalized scoring rule ω = (w B 1 , w B 2 , . . . , w B j , . . . , w B 2 m −(m+1) ) is the collection of scoring vectors used for each proper subset B of A.
15 However, this is not the case if we seek for generalized voting rules in other families. 16 An early version of this result can be tracked back to Nanson (1882) . Modern proofs are proposed by Smith (1973) and Fishburn and Gehrlein (1976). 7 almost all the a priori probability distribution one can imagine on the set of preferences profiles 17 the Borda count is the most likely to lift up the results on pairwise comparisons to supersets 18 . By estimating the likelihood of consistent and inconsistent rankings on four candidate and three candidate subsets, the current paper wishes to examine whether the preeminence of the Borda count will stand again. The analysis of consistent and inconsistent rankings will allow us examine the Prior Successor Paradox and the Leaving Member Paradox (in Section 5). Then, from our results we will also check the preeminence of the Borda count. First of all, we need to set an a priori assumption on the likelihood of the different profiles. In a first step, we chose the most common one, namely, the Impartial Culture assumption.
Probabilities of consistency with four alternatives
A probabilistic model: The impartial culture
One of the most used assumptions in the social choice literature when computing the likelihood of given events is the Impartial Culture (IC). Under IC, it is assumed that, each voter chooses her preference according to a uniform probability distribution. It gives a probability 1 m! for each ranking to be chosen independently. The likelihood of a given voting situatioñ n = (n 1 , n 2 , ..., n t , ..., n m! ) is
For more details about the IC and other probabilistic assumptions, see among others Gehrlein and Fishburn (1976) , Berg and Lepelley (1994) , Gehrlein and Lepelley (2010) .
The consistency probabilities : Gehrlein and Fishburn's results
Using the IC assumption, Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) have computed in four-candidate elections 1)-the limit probability that the pairwise comparisons are consistent with the collective ranking and 2)-the mean limit probability that the collective ranking on three candidates agrees with the collective ranking on four candidates.
Consider A = {a, b, c, d} a set of four alternatives and B a proper subset of A with two alternatives such that B ∈ {{a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, c}, {b, d}, {c, d}}. Let us denote by q((w, w B ), xy) (x, y ∈ A, x y) the limit probability under IC that the pairwise comparison between x and y is consistent with the way x and y appear in the collective ranking on A. So, if abcd is the collective ranking, q((w, w B ), ab) will be the probability that a is majority preferred to b or the probability that a still ranked before b when the two other candidates are removed. Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) provided the expression of each of the q((w, w B ), xy). We are not going to recall these expressions here. They showed that q((w, w B ), ab) = q((w, w B ), cd) and q((w, w B ), ac) = q((w, w B ), bd)
Also, they showed that each q((w, w B ), xy) is maximized by the Borda rule and minimized by the Plurality rule and the Antiplurality rule. In Table 3 , we report their results for the Borda rule, the Plurality rule, the Antiplurality rule and for the Limited Voting. It comes from Table 3 that the Limited voting performs better than the Plurality rule and the Antiplurality rule.
In the four-candidate case, Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) computed 19 the limit probability given the collective ranking on A = {a, b, c, d} that the new collective ranking between a, b and c is consistent with the former one after alternative d is removed no matter his position in that ranking 20 . They showed that this probability is maximized by the Borda rule and minimized by the two Plurality-Antiplurality score vectors combination i.e w = (1, 0, 0, 0) and w B = (1, 1, 0). In the four-candidate case, Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) 's results are somewhat limited in scope since they leave some questions unanswered. Is the agreement probability the same when the removed candidate was first, second, third or last in the original ranking? When a four-alternative set is restricted to a three-alternative proper subset, what is the likelihood of different rankings to occur? The answers follow.
Consistency probabilities : generalized results for subsets of three alternatives
This section completes Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) 's results by computing in four-candidate elections, the limit probability (under IC) of a given ranking to occur after one candidate is removed depending on the position of the removed candidate in the original collective ranking.
With A = {a, b, c, d} we will consider the following collective rankings : abcd, abdc, adbc and dabc. Then, we suppose that d is removed and we compute the likelihood of each of the following rankings to occur : R 1 : abc, R 2 : acb, R 3 : bac, R 4 : bca, R 5 : cab, R 6 : cba. Our analysis takes into account all the pairs (w, w B ) of scoring voting vectors then we will provide the results for the scoring rules presented in Table 2 .
With A = {a, b, c, d}, we denote by P IC ∞ ((w, w B ), abc/abcd) the limit probability under IC, that the ranking abc occurs when d the last ranked candidate of the collective ranking on A = {a, b, c, d} is removed given the couple of tallies (w, w B ). In the same way we define
, abc/dabc), and so on. One can notice that, P IC ∞ ((w, w B ), abc/abcd) is the probability that the three-candidate's collective ranking is consistent with the four-candidate's collective ranking when d is removed; while P IC ∞ ((w, w B ), cba/abcd) is the probability that the three-candidate's collective ranking is totaly the reverse of that with four candidates after d is removed (as shown in Example 1).
Due to space constraints, were are not going to report the expressions of the probability formulas and their proofs here. All these details are provided in a supplement note (see Kamwa and Merlin (2015) ) 21 . In this note, we also provide a MAPLE-sheet of our computation program. We obtained general formulas for each of the event analyzed here. In the supplement note, we only provide the general formula for P IC ∞ ((w, w B ), abc/abcd). We need to raise some important remarks that follow from our computations : for A = {a, b, c, d} and for all pairs (w, w B ) of scoring rules, we found that
and for (φ, τ) = (acb, bac) or (cab, bca),
For each of our general formulas, we tried to find the pair (w, w B ) of scoring vectors at which it is maximized or minimized. The conclusion was quite the same. The following theorem tells us more. Theorem 1. Given the pairs (w, w B ) of scoring vectors, the collective ranking on A = {a, b, c, d} and the position of the removed candidate, the probability of consistency is maximized by the the Borda rule w = (1, What we learn from Theorem 1 is that, it is more difficult under the Borda rule than under any other scoring rules s to end with a total reversal ranking (or with a ranking swapping candidates) on the three-candidate set given a collective ranking on a four-candidate set, when one candidate is removed.
In Tables 4 to 6 , we report the consistency probabilities values for each the scoring rules presented in Table 2 .
Given the collective ranking on a, b, c, d, let us denote by P IC ∞ ((w, w B ), a, b, c, d/R i ) the limit probability to end with R i (i = 1...6) as the new collective ranking on a, b, c, independently of the 
We report the values P(R i ) of the probability P IC ∞ ((w, w B ), a, b, c, d/R i ) in the last rows of Tables 4 to 6. The probability computed by Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) , P IC ∞ ((w, w B ), a, b, c, d/R 1 ) the consistency probability independently of the position of the removed candidate, is somehow a mean value of our consistency probabilities. It follows from Theorem 1 that this probability is maximized by the Borda rule and minimized by the two Plurality rule-Antiplurality rule score vector combinations. This removes the conjecture stated by (Gehrlein and Fishburn, 1980, p.253) . Thus, our results complete those of Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) and offer a broader outlook.
If we compare the values of Table 5 to those of Table 6 , it comes that, the Plurality rule and the Antiplurality rule are more consistent and less inconsistent than the Limited Voting. We also learn from our general results that, given a collective ranking, when a candidate is removed, it becomes difficult to end with a new collective ranking in which two candidates are swapped as the gap between them increases comparatively to the original ranking. From Tables 4 to 6, we deduce for each of our scoring rules, P f irst and P last respectively the propensities for a top ranked candidate to remain first (see Table 7 ) or to become last (see Table 8 ) after a given candidate is removed. According to Tables 7 and 8 , for each of our scoring rules, when a candidate (except the top ranked one) is removed, it is likely for a top ranked candidate to remain first (on average, 89.79% for the Borda rule, 78.16% for the Plurality rule and the Plurality and 69.36% for the Limited Voting) while it is very difficult for this candidate to become last with the Borda rule (on average 3.67% for the Plurality rule and the Plurality and 7.01% for the Limited Voting). Also, for each of our voting rules, as candidates a and d become closer, it is more likely (resp. difficult) for a to remain first (resp. to become last) after d is removed.
We have learnt from Table 3 that the pairwise comparisons are more consistent with the collective ranking under the Limited Voting than under the Plurality and the Antiplurality. When considering the proper subsets of three candidates, we obtain the opposite result. So, we can expect that, with a given set of candidates, when studying the consistency between the collective ranking on this set and what we have on its proper subsets, the hierarchy among the scoring rules may not be the same as the size of the subsets vary.
Evaluating the likelihood of two paradoxes of committees elections
As already said, our probabilities complete Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) 's results and give a complete picture on the consistency of collective rankings and those on subsets of alternatives. In this section, we will exploit the exhaustibility of our results of the previous sections. More particularly, we will focus on the paradoxes that can occur when one wishes to select a committee of two out of four candidates.
Electing committees
Electoral laws and constitutions of many democratic organizations and countries stipulate that, when electing a committee or a group of representatives (a parliament, a board, etc.), every elected candidate must have at least one substitute. A substitute is supposed to take the place of the elected candidate if for various reasons, he comes to leave. In contrast, there are some organizations that elect boards without provision of substitutes. For some of them, nothing is said on what will be done if one elected member decides to leave. For others, a recourse to new (partial) elections is required in such a case.
Suppose that a ballot with m candidates (at least three) leads to a committee made of the g candidates with the greatest scores (g at least equal to two) and that there is no provision of substitutes for any elected member of the committee. In such a case, if an elected candidate decides to leave, there are three possible ways to fill the empty chair ceteris paribus 22 :
• Rule 1(R 1 ) simply nominate the candidate ranked g+1-th in the original ballot;
• Rule 2(R 2 ) take a new ballot on the remaining m − 1 candidates and pick the g greatest scores;
• Rule 3(R 3 ) take a partial ballot on the others m − g non elected candidates and take the one who scores the best.
It is clear that rule R 1 is the natural way to replace the leaving candidate. Nonetheless, the different rules can lead to different committees. How often? In order to answer this issue, we define and analyze the discrepancies between the Rule 1 and the two others possible ways to fill an empty chair.
The Prior Successor Paradox
Suppose that we want to elect a committee of g members (2 ≤ g < m − 1) and that the elected candidates are those with the g greatest scores. We denote by C g the set of all subsets of A of size g; we denote by C * ∈ C g the elected committee. If a candidate leaves C * , we will denote byĈ * ∈ C g \ C * the new elected committee after a ballot has be taken to replace this leaving candidate.
Since we have supposed that the elected committee is formed by the candidates with the g greatest scores (in particular with scoring rules), we define the Prior Successor as the candidate with the g+1-th best score. Definition 1. (Prior Successor) Let m ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ g ≤ m − 1. For C * ∈ C g , a candidate a is called the Prior Successor if a C * and candidate a is the one with the g + 1-th greatest score.
The Prior Successor Paradox (PSP) occurs if after a member of the elected committee leaves, a new ballot (given the subset of candidates) leads to a committee containing all the g−1 members of the previous committee without the Prior Successor.
22 This means that, voters keep their preferences unchanged on the rest of candidates no matter who leaves. Definition 2. (Prior Successor Paradox) Let m ≥ 3, 1 ≤ g ≤ m − 1 and an elected committee C * such that candidate a is the Prior Successor (a C * ). The Prior Successor Paradox occurs if when a candidate d ∈ C * leaves, we have a Ĉ * and C * \ {d} ⊂Ĉ * .
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Thus, the PSP can occur when one chooses not to just nominate the prior successor as recommended by rule R 1 . If a new ballot is taken (Rule R 2 ) when an elected candidate leaves, we denote by P IC ∞ PSP j (w, w B ) the limit probability under IC of the PSP given that the leaving candidate is the one who was ranked j-th ( j ≤ g) in the collective ranking. This is also the limit probability that the new elected committee differs from that recommended by rule R 1 . Given that the collective ranking is dabc and that the two-member committee is (a, d), if candidate d leaves, the PSP 1 (w, w B ) will occur after a new ballot if the new elected two-member committee is (a, c) i.e the new collective ranking is acb or cab. So,
If candidate a leaves, the PSP 2 will occur after a new ballot if the new elected two-member committee is (d, c) i.e the new collective ranking is dcb or cdb. So,
As the probabilities P IC ∞ PSP j (w, w B ) are sums of probabilities of inconsistency, it follows directly from Theorem 1 that there are minimized by the Borda rule and maximized by the Plurality rule-Antiplurality rule combination. For four-candidate elections and two-member committees, Table 9 gives the values of P (w, w B )) which is the probability of the PSP when the leaving candidate is the one with the highest (resp. second best) score in the elected two-member committee. According to these probabilities, the Limited voting appears to be more vulnerable to both the PSP 1 and the PSP 2 (with respectively 25.62% and 28.26%) than the Plurality and the Antiplurality rule (21.19% and 23.04%).
Using our general formulas, we come to the conclusion that, in four candidate-election and for two-member committees, the PSP is lightly likely to occur if the candidate with the highest score in the committee leaves. So, the Also, for each of these six scoring rules, the PSP 1 is less likely than the PSP 2 .
Notice that we did not derive the probability of the PSP no matter the ranking of the leaving candidate. Assume for A = {a, b, c, d} that the elected committee is {a, b}; nothing tell us that the PSP only occurs when a leaves and not when b leaves and vice-versa. So, we need more 14 information than what are displayed in our tables : the joint probabilities 23 .
What do we have in case of a partial ballot (Rule R 3 )? With four candidates and two-member committee, given that the collective ranking is abcd and that the two-member committee is (a, b) , the PSP will occur with a partial ballot after a member of the elected committee leaves if and only if candidate c who is the Prior Successor is beaten in pairwise majority by candidate d. So, probability P IC ∞ PSP (w, w B ) of the PSP in this case is the probability that the pairwise majority between the two last ranked candidates is not consistent with the collective ranking on the four candidates. It comes that, P IC ∞ PSP (w, w B ) is the complementary of the results obtained by Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) (see Table 3 ) on the consistency between pairwise majority and the collective ranking in four-candidate elections. So, with abcd as the collective ranking,
The last column of Table 9 gives the values of P IC ∞ PSP (w, w B ) for each of our analyzed scoring rules. It is 20.01% for the Borda rule (20.01%); according to these values, the Plurality rule and the Antiplurality rule are the more likely with 31.95% the Limited Voting (26.86%) to produce the PSP in case of a partial ballot.
We will now deal with another paradox of committees that is more stronger than the PSP : the Leaving Member Paradox (LMP).
The Leaving Member Paradox
According to Staring (1986) , when voters vote for exactly g candidates in order to elect a board of size 24 g , if a new ballot is taken, ceteris paribus, after an elected candidate leaves (this is consistent with rule R 2 ), we can end up with a committee that does not contain one or many members of the original one. Even worse, the two committees may be disjoint : this is the Leaving Member Paradox (LMP) 25 . The formal definition follows.
Definition 3. (Leaving Member Paradox) For m ≥ 4 and 2 ≤ g ≤ m − 1, the Leaving Member Paradox occurs if for C * ,Ĉ * ∈ C g , ∃a ∈ C * and a leaving member d ∈ C * \ {a} such that a Ĉ * .
Since we have taken 2 ≤ g ≤ m − 1, it is clear that with three candidates, we can only elect a committee of size two; so, if a member leaves, there is no reason for the Leaving Member Paradox to happen. The LMP is not defined with less than four candidates.
Recall that the LMP follows the recommendation of rule R 2 ; so by following the recommendation of rule R 2 , we can end with a committee totaly different from what we will have with rule R 1 . If a new ballot is taken when an elected candidate leaves, we denote by P IC ∞ LMP j (w, w B ) the limit probability under IC of the LMP given that the leaving candidate is the one who was ranked j-th ( j ≤ g) in the collective ranking. Given that the collective ranking is dabc and that the two-member committee is (a, d), if candidate d leaves, the LMP 1 will occur if the new elected two-member committee is (b, c) i.e the new collective ranking is bca or cba. So,
If candidate a leaves, the LMP 2 will occur if the new elected two-member committee is (d, c) i.e the new collective ranking is bcd or cbd. So,
are sums of probabilities of inconsistency, it follows directly from Theorem 1 that there are minimized by the Borda rule and maximized by the Plurality rule-Antiplurality rule combination. According to our general results,
(w, w B ) which means that the PSP 2 is always less likely than the PSP 1 . Thus, in four candidate-election and for two-member committees, the LMP is more likely to occur if the candidate with the highest score in the committee leaves. (w, w B )) which is the probability of the LMP when the leaving candidate is the one with the highest ( resp. second best) score in the elected two-member committee. According to these probabilities, the Limited voting appears to be the more vulnerable to both the P IC LMP 1 and the P IC LMP 2 (with respectively 11.41% and 4.68%) than the Plurality rule and the Antiplurality rule (6.81% and 1.89%). The Borda rule minimizes these paradoxes with respectively 1.87% and 0.23%. For the same reasons we gave for the PSP, our probabilities do not allow us to derive the probability of the LMP no matter the ranking of the leaving candidate.
Conclusion
The main objective of this paper was to revisit a classical theme in social choice theory, the stability of the collective ranking as candidates leave or enter the choice set. We focussed on the analysis of the discrepancies between the rankings on four-candidate sets and three-candidate sets obtained by scoring rules, by deriving the exact values of the probabilities of all the possible scenarios under the Impartial Culture assumption. We provided results not only for classical rules, such as the Borda count, the simple Plurality rule, and the Antiplurality rule, but also for less known rules, such as the Limited Voting. Our results complete previous analysis by Gehrlein and Fishburn (1980) on the consistency of the rankings obtained by scoring rules on subsets of candidates. As a by product, we could easily estimate from our tables the likelihood of some paradoxical events for the election of a two-member committee from a four candidate menu. We showed that the different ways to fill an empty set after an elected member leaves (by picking the prior successor, organizing a partial ballot or starting the whole electoral process again) could lead to very different choices quite frequently for some rules.
Our study confirms the superiority of the Borda count within the class of scoring rules under the Impartial Culture assumption when it comes to minimize the likelihood of discrepancies across subsets of candidates. This fact was already well documented for pairwise majorities; we now extend this result for relationships between four-candidate and three-candidate rankings. Moving up to four candidates also permits us to study rules for which only few things are known, like the Limited Voting. It turns out that it performs quite badly comparatively to the Plurality rule and the Antiplurality rule . In particular, it is unable to keep a ranking in a three candidate subset in more than 50% of the cases (see Table 6 ) while the other five scoring rules we study do better, up to 78% for the Borda count. However, we also observe that obtaining a clear cut ranking of the scoring rules on their propensity to respect orderings is not possible: the Limited Voting does better than Plurality and Antiplurality when it comes to satisfy pairwise rankings. According to , One other thing that can be added to the credit of "Limited voting rules" is that, when one wants to peaks one candidate among many and that each voter vote for his k most preferred candidates, these rules tends to be Condorcet efficient 26 when k = m 2 . When it comes to the selection of a committee, our study compared three ways to fill the empty seat : selecting the prior successor, running a partial election, or starting the electoral process all over again. Though filling the empty seat with the successor is the easiest and costliest method, the figures we observe for the Prior Successor Paradox tell us it may lead us to a wrong choice quite frequently. This paradox is especially large if we use the Plurality rule or the Antiplurality rule: the prior successor could be defeated in almost 32% of the case in a partial ballot, and in more than 20% of the case with a full slate election. This figures suggest that, in many cases, it would be a better option to vote again in order to stick to the wishes of the voters. The values we derived for the Leaving Member Paradox teach us that, electing a completely new committee after the departure of a seating member remains a rare event.
At this stage, one may wonder why we did not estimate the discrepancies between the partial ballot method and the full ballot method. To obtain these figures, one needs to estimate the likelihoods of words on, let's say, {a, b, c, d}, {a, b, c} and {b, c}. To describe a precise word on these subsets, one needs at least six inequalities. Unfortunately, there does not exist general techniques that enable us to derive the exact formulas of the likelihood of such an event under IC. For this reason too, we had to distinguish between LMP 1 and LMP 2 , as we cannot evaluate the likelihood of the joint event. Similarly, we had to distinguish between PSP 1 and PSP 2 with the new ballot approach. At the moment, one should rely on Monte-Carlo simulations to obtain an estimation of the likelihood of these events.
Hence, though we had a glance at the relationships between the rankings on size three and size four subsets, and at the probabilities of some related events, there are still many question to analyze when we consider more alternatives. As said before, deriving precise formulas for the likelihood of events described by more than five inequalities is almost impossible. Though one may conjecture that the Borda count will minimize the likelihood of inconsistencies on subsets for any number of candidates, a precise proof of this statement is beyond reach. Having more alternatives opens the door to the use of new voting rules. To conclude, only massive simulations and/or the development of new computation techniques will enable us to precisely estimate the likelihood of many paradoxes when more than four candidates are in play.
